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“The effect of the NEW TECHNOLOGY on the NEW GENERATION” 

Satprakashan Sanchar Kendra conducted one day hands on training session for the DB 

Tech children of Janvikas on the theme “The effect of the NEW TECHNOLOGY on 

THE NEW GENERATION” on 20th March at Satprakashan Digital Studio, Indore. 

There were 80 students present for the training.  

Fr. Babu Joseph SVD, the director of Satprakashan gave the Keynote address. In his 

keynote address, he gave the clear information and difference in different media such 

as Print Media, Electronic Media, and Social Media. He said to the students that we 

are the media, and we need to be aware of the news that is in the social platforms.  No 

one should forward the messages without verifying it whether it is true or false. If we 

blindly forward whatever we receive in the social media without knowing its 

inclination, we become part of the fake news. We should be responsible for what we 

forward. The students took active participation in asking many questions such as 

writing the news to the reporter, or comments to the editor, report of the activities, how 

to make media as profession and livelihood etc. Fr. Babu Joseph SVD with his vast 

experience gave opt and practical answer to all. At the end he urged all the youngsters 

to be responsible contributor. 

Fr. Anthony Swamy SVD, the program Coordinator of RVA Hindi continued with the 

practical session. He took whole group to the Satprakashan Communication Museum 

and explained the about the evolution of the communication technology. Many 

students saw some of the communications instruments first time in their life. 

The group was then taken to the new multimedia studio and were given an exposure 

regarding lights, camera, and the camera management. One of the students was asked 

to dance in front of the chroma set up and was shoot. Fr. Swamy SVD gave a brief 

introduction about the VFX shooting and editing. Two girls enacted as news anchors. 

The video was edited and shown Infront of them.  

The students were given first-hand experience of professional audio recording. They 

were taken to Satprakashan audio studio. One of the participants sang so melodiously 

and was recorded. After the editing she realized the beautiful talent that she has. Whole 

group was amazed.  

Fr. Anthony Swamy SVD also gave a session of emerging technology and its effects. 

He opened the whole computer part by part and assembled in front of the students. Fr. 

Cyril SVD interacted with the students and asked what they have learnt and 

encouraged the students to make this a profession so that with the good earning they 

can make their livelihood better.    Fr. Anthony Swamy SVD 
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